E V E R Y D AY B O S T O N

STEP 2
Pick a direction to walk in that you
do not usually explore. Make turns
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when you feel like it. Try to avoid
going back the way you came.
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Stay off major streets if you can;

on

neighborhoods are the best places
to explore. Challenge yourself to

STEP 1

approach at least one person you
find interesting and ask them for a
photo or just chat with them for a

The purpose of this project is to show

while.

people what Boston is from different
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perspectives . We take submissions

Dialogue you can use:

of pictures, poems, stories, drawings,
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“Hi, I’m ______. I’m working on a

videos, and audio of things that relate

project and I was wondering if I

to how you see Boston. You can help:

STEP 3

could take your picture for an Instagram account?”

•

Wander

•

Listen

•

Be aware & open

•

Record

•

Write

•

Draw

Either post your photos on Instagram
Explain @thecityisee and show

or send your content directly to the

them the Instagram account so

@thecityisee account with a little cap-

they know where their picture will

tion of something that happened, why

be.

you thought the subject was interesting, what you gained from the experi-
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THE CITY I SEE

ence, etc. And remember:
•

All photos are welcome

•

All photos are interesting

•

Boston is different to everyone

•

Continue to explore

Dialogue for OL, Professor, or RA leading activity:
“@thecityisee is a project of the organization, Everyday Boston, that seeks to
motivate Bostonians to interview each other and share those stories online.
The goal of the project is to collect different people’s perspectives of Boston
and their specific neighborhood. They accept all kinds of content, photos,
written descriptions of places or people, drawings, etc. Your goal is to get out
into the city you live in and explore, keeping an eye out for things you think are
interesting. You should document these things and then submit them to the @
thecityisee Instagram account to be posted. As you familiarize yourselves with
your city, you can share your perspective with the account and its followers. Go
forth and wander.”

